ABSTRACT In order to reduce the overhead of garbage collection, as well as yield an even erasure distribution of blocks in solid-state drives (SSDs), this paper proposes a mapping approach at flash translation layer (FTL) of the SSD devices. To be specific, it first analyzes certain I/O requests, for mining frequent item sets of logical sector numbers, to direct scheduling the write requests. After that, we map the requests belonging to the same frequent itemset, to the SSD blocks having a relative small erasure count. That is to say, these requests are supposed to be flushed onto the same SSD blocks when they have been ejected from the cache. As a result, the data on the same block are mostly like to be rewritten together in the near future, so that the overhead of garbage collection can be significantly cut down. Furthermore, it is able to yield a uniform erasure distribution among all blocks of SSDs even without wear-leveling optimization, to purposely extend the lifetime of the SSDs. Through a series of simulation experiments with a number of write-intensive disk traces of real-world applications, we conclude that this newly proposed mechanism does work, as expected.
I. INTRODUCTION
Solid-state drives (SSDs) are semiconductor devices building on flash memory chips with no moving heads [1] , [2] . They can provide great performance improvements in read/write speed, comparing to magnetic disks [3] . The flash translation layer (FTL) is a software layer of SSDs. It takes charge of address translation, to map a logical sector address to a physical address. Moreover, it conducts garbage collection, to move valid pages to another block and then erases the block for reclaiming invalid pages [4] . Note that SSDs must erase data at the block level, and each block consists of multiple pages that are the basic storage units.
With respect to garbage collection, prior approaches [4] - [7] aim to cut down the interference between garbage collection and I/O transactions, for minimizing the garbage collection time. Specially, Guo et al. [5] propose a garbage collection aware I/O Scheduler called PGIS. It depicts a hot data identification approach, and then groups the frequently updated data to the same SSD blocks, for eventually decreasing the garbage collection overhead.
But, the clustered hot data on the SSD block may be lack of correlation, and they may not be invalidated together in the same time period.
On the other side, the schemes of wear leveling are commonly used to keep an uniform erasure distribution among SSD blocks, for extending the lifetime of SSDs [8] , [9] . The writes uniform can be ensured by remapping the heavily written data blocks to less frequently updated ones. However, it must bring about extra page movements during the remapping process of wear leveling.
The primary goal of this paper is to design a new mapping scheme at FTL of SSDs. It aims to reduce the overhead of garbage collection, as well as balance the erasure counts among all SSD blocks. In summary, it makes the following two contributions:
• Group dispatching write requests in the frequent pattern.
The frequent patterns of write requests have been mined, to direct mapping logical addresses of requests at FTL. Specifically, the requests in the pattern are supposed to be flushed to the same blocks of storage device. The main purpose is to minimize write amplification, and then to decrease the overhead of garbage collection, as these requests are more likely to be modified together. • Achieving an even erasure distribution among all blocks. We map the frequently updated data to the SSD block having a small erasure count. Then, it can naturally balance the erasure counts of all blocks without wear-leveling optimization. Thus, all blocks can synchronously reach the theoretical erasure limit, and the device lifespan can be extended. The rest paper is organized as follows: Section II summarizes related work. Section III presents the specification of proposed algorithm. Section IV describes evaluation experiments and relevant discussions. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Prior existing studies, as to SSD, propose some write schemes aiming at cutting down the garbage collection overhead. Huang and Chang [10] proposed a write buffer algorithm, which exploits correlations in the SSD cache to eject the buffered page together to SSD blocks, for improving performance of garbage collection. Most importantly, Guo et al. [5] introduced a garbage collection aware I/O Scheduler called PGIS. It depicts a hot data identification approach, and then groups the frequently updated data to the same SSD blocks, for eventually decreasing the garbage collection overhead. But, the clustered hot data on the SSD block may be lack of correlation, and they may not be invalidated together in the same time period. Then, we take the requests correlation into consideration, which means these requests more possibly have the same access patterns, and group these requests to the same SSD block, for eventually alleviating the garbage collection overhead.
To better extend the lifetime of SSDs, wear-leveling has been commonly utilized for guaranteeing all write/erase cycles are evenly spread across all blocks [8] . Specifically, it yields a write uniform through remapping the heavily flushed blocks to the rarely written ones in SSDs. Typically, Chang et al. [11] presented a static wear-leveling. It holds a Block Erase Table ( BET) and triggers garbage collection to migrate cold data. To be specific, it selects the target block having cold data, by referring BET. Then, the BET table is updated after erasing blocks. On the basis of this work, they further proposed a data migration mechanism, which swaps hot data with cold data, to better boost performance of wearleveling [12] .
The multi-streamed SSD has been issued recently, which is an advanced SSD having an intuitive interface for host system [13] . It can obtain the stream information (like stream IDs) from the host system. Therefore, it is able to flush the data associating with the same stream together to SSD blocks, to avoid mixing data in different lifetime. Yang et al. [14] have proposed a stream management scheme, called AutoStream at the NVMe device driver layer. It considers the neighboring logic block addresses as the same stream. Rho et al. [15] have proposed FSstream which separates data streams on the basis of the file system information including inode and directory information. Kim et al. [16] propose a fully automatic stream management technique. It depicts an automatic stream allocation scheme, which can distinguish I/O activities, at a higher abstraction level. However, traditional SSDs cannot retrieve stream information from the host system, and only some limited information (e.g., request size, block addresses) can be obtained from the host system.
III. FREQUENT PATTERN-BASED MAPPING
The proposed mechanism works at the flash translation layer of SSD. It adopts a page mapping based FTL [1] , [20] , and further optimizes the selections of mapping target blocks, according to the mined frequent pattern information. To be specific, it can match write requests with the mined frequent patterns of logical sector numbers of requests, and then preferably map them to target SSD blocks.
A. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
This section first presents the target application scenario to use our proposed scheme. Then, we will introduce the frequent pattern-based mapping approach from an architectural viewpoint.
1) APPLICATION SCENARIO
The target application scenario has many tasks (i.e. processes or threads) to run multiple repeated cycles. In each cycle, all tasks may alternately flush their data into storage devices after certain computations. Specially, a part of tasks may update the data that were flushed in the last cycle, and such kind of data can be defined as hot data. At the same time, the remainder tasks will simply append the new data that can be referred as cold data, after the data flushed in the previous round.
For deep learning applications, it is required to run their model with many cycles with timely adjustment of involved parameters. To allow setting the training parameters for the coming cycle, it is common to set checkpoints for occurred cycles, for keeping track of the best values with respect to some validation metrics [17] .
We take a typical model of deep learning application, which makes use of generative adversarial networks, as an example [18] . In the case of setting a checkpoint at the end of each epoch, multi-processes respectively flush their checkpointed data. That is to say, there are considerable interleaved write requests in this application. Then, it can refine the parameters by analyzing the checkpointed data, to further improve the model performance in future epochs. In brief, we argue that such kind of deep learning applications are one of our target applications.
2) HIGH-LEVEL ARCHITECTURE
The basic idea of our mechanism is to group the frequently accessed logical sector numbers of requests in the I/O queue. Then, it flushes the data of these requests to the SSD blocks having a small erasure count, while they have been ejected from the cache. Figure 1 illustrates a high level overview of system architecture. As seen, the proposed scheme needs to process the received requests (their logical sector numbers are represented as A, B, C, ... in the figure), by referring the frequent pattern database. Then, the requests belonging to a specific pattern will be grouped, for dynamically mapping them together to a lightly erased block. On the other side, the less accessed logical sector numbers are supposed to be mapped to the block that has a relative large erasure count. In brief, we intend to avoid wear-leveling as much as possible, by initially flushing the cold data to the block having a fair wear-out degree.
B. FREQUENT PATTERN-BASED MAPPING AT FTL
This section shows the specifications of frequent patternbased mapping at the flash translation layers of SSD.
1) MINING FREQUENT PATTERNS
The problem of mining the frequent patterns in our context can be described as follows: Let I = {r 1 , r 2 , ..., r n } be a set of logical section numbers of n requests in the I/O queue. It is expected to disclose a set of frequent patterns from the input dataset of I . A frequent pattern can be depicted as P i = {r j , ..., r l }, in which all logical section numbers of requests, such as r j and r l , must appear multiple times (i.e. more than a predefined threshold).
We make use of the FP-Growth algorithm, which is a typical frequent item set mining method [19] , to collect the frequent patterns from certain requests in the I/O queue. Consequently, we can achieve a number of frequent item sets, for example, {Add 1 , Add 2 , Add 3 , 5}. This pattern has three logical sector numbers of frequently accessed requests, and the number of 5 implies all three addresses have been accessed with five times in all considered requests. Then, the mined patterns can be leveraged to direct mapping I/O requests in the current time window, to the destination physic SSD blocks.
2) PATTERN MATCHING
The contents of write requests are initially buffered in the cache of SSD, and they are ejected when the cache is full by referring a replacement policy. In such cases, we aim at flushing the buffered data to the SSD blocks, if the relevant requests associated with a specific pattern have been ejected from the cache.
To this end, we dispatch the write requests, which are ejected from the cache, by comparing their logical sector numbers to the mined frequent patterns. After that, all relevant requests belonging to the same pattern are supposed to be flushed to the same target SSD blocks.
For the purpose of speeding up the matching process, we have introduced a matrix to reflect the relationship between the logical sector numbers (LSNs) of requests and the fixed patterns. As illustrated in Figure 2 , each row of pattern shows the occurrence times of member elements (labeled as request LSNs). In the case of dealing with a write request, all elements in the corresponding column will increment, if its logical sector number is a part of the pattern.
Taking a case shown in Figure 2 as an example. The pattern of P 0 has logical sector numbers of (0, 1, 2, k+1). There is no hit for this pattern, because lsn 1 does not occur in the matrix. Note that lsn n appears twice, this is because it is associated to P 1 and P m , and both patterns are hit in the demonstration.
Similar to static wear leveling, we manage a list for tracing which block has been erased in a pre-determined time frame. This list will be referred before mapping the logical block numbers to the destination SSD blocks, according to the mapping philosophy of the proposal.
3) PARALLEL DATA FLUSHING
We have described the pattern-based mapping scheme, that combines corresponding requests and flushes them into the same block. But note that it does not mean that all requests belonging to the same pattern will be sequentially written to the block at the same time. More exactly, in order to exploit the internal parallelism of SSD when flushing the data to the SSD blocks, we leverage a multi-channel writing scheme to flush the data.
In other words, the proposal separately deals with the requests in the same pattern. After submitting a request in the pattern to a channel of SSD, the following request will be postponed, if it is in the same pattern. Then, another irrelevant request in the I/O queue will be forwarded to SSD devices. The delayed (patterned) requests can be satisfied in another round of scheduling, with less access conflicts among SSD channels.
C. TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
We have also studied the time complexity of the proposed frequent pattern-based scheduling. The frequent patterns are mined from n occurred request events, so that it can be completed with the time complexity of O(n 2 ), as we use the FP-Growth algorithm [19] .
After that, to determine whether the incoming request is a part of a specific pattern or not causes the time complexity of O(n). Thus, we argue that the total time complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(n 2 ). But note that the time complexity is O (1) , if it has a fixed number of requests that are used for mining the patterns.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We conducted trace-driven simulation with SSDsim (ver 2.1), which has a wide range of modules and a diverse set of configurations [20] . We applied our proposal as a part of SSDsim, for processing the logical addresses of requests to the physical page numbers in the SSD blocks. In tests, we emulated a 128 GB SSD device, and Table 1 presents relevant parameters. Since we aim to observe more erasures in garbage collection, we pre-filled the emulated SSD device with 84% valid data, 10% invalid data, and 6% free space [4] . Once the free space drops to 5% of the total capacity of SSD, garbage collection will be activated to reclaim free space.
We employed 5 widely used write-intensive disk traces from the block I/O trace collection of Microsoft Research Cambridge (MSRC) [21] . Moreover, through using the MUSE tool [22] , we collected the block I/O trace of a deep learning application that uses GAN (Generative Adversarial Networks)-based models [23] , [24] , labeled as gan. During running this application, its processes periodically set the checkpoints to save the model parameters with a epoch granularity. The detailed specifications on the selected traces is shown in Table 2 . Figure 3 reports the details about the logical sector number occurrence distribution of write requests in the selected traces. As seen, a major part of logical sector numbers have been flushed multiple times, and this fact is also our motivation to propose the frequent pattern-based mapping scheme.
Apart from the proposed mechanism (labeled as Pattern) we have selected, as the comparison counterpart in evaluation, it adopts greedy garbage collection and supports dynamic wear leveling by default [1] . Moreover, PGIS has been also utilized as another comparison counterpart in evaluation, which is the most related work to ours. PGIS does adopt distributing the frequently accessed data onto different SSD components for better performance.
In addition, the maximum number of I/O requests processed in each time window is configured as 1024 in the evaluation. The logical sector numbers of first 256 requests are leveraged for mining the frequent patterns. Then, these patterns have been used to direct mapping the requests in the same time window.
As illustrated in Table 3 , the write pattern statistics on the selected traces in our experiments have presented. For example, the proj_0 trace has 4126 time windows. Each window includes 31.9 frequent write patterns, and each pattern consists of 4.7 logical sector addresses, in average.
B. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To measure the effectiveness of the proposed mechanism, we use the following three metrics in our experiments: (a) the 
1) GARBAGE COLLECTION TIME
Grouping frequent accessed data and mapping them to the same SSD blocks intend to cut down the overhead of garbage collection. We have measured the time required for carrying out garbage collection. It includes the time needed for moving valid pages, and the time required for block erasure. Figure 4 shows the results of processing the selected traces by using three scheduling methods.
As demonstrated, Pattern and PGIS can reduce the garbage collection time by up to 639.9 seconds, comparing to Baseline. It verifies that clustering the hot data on same SSD blocks can effectively refrain write amplification during garbage collection. More importantly, Pattern can further outperform PGIS by 12.1% of total garbage collection time in average. This is because the frequent pattern-based approach takes the correlation factor into account, when grouping relevant write requests together. Table 4 reports more details about the erasure counts and the standard deviation of all block erasure numbers.
2) ERASURE STATISTICS
Obviously, the proposed mechanism brings about less (total) erase counts for the selected traces, in contrast to the selected comparison counterparts. Note that the operation of direct erasure indicates erasing the block without copying valid pages, so that no write amplification is introduced when conducting such operations. Then, an interesting clue is about, Pattern causes the largest number of direct erasures for a major part of traces, which could definitely contribute to less time required for moving valid pages in garbage collection.
Besides, Table 4 shows the standard deviation of erasure distribution among all SSD blocks. Clearly, three approaches yield almost the same standard deviation of erasure distribution. But note that Pattern and PGIS do not carry out wear-leveling optimization in our tests.
3) OVERALL I/O TIME
We have recorded the overall I/O time, which includes the time required by satisfying write and read requests, and the time used for garbage collection. Figure 5 shows the normalized total I/O time needed for processing all requests in the selected block I/O traces.
As seen, the write time takes a considerable part of total I/O time, as all selected traces are write-intensive. Then, three mapping schemes do not have an observable difference, with respect to the measurement of overall I/O time. More importantly, the garbage collection time accounts for less than 1% of the overall I/O time, so that the benefit resulted by our proposal in this metric is not obvious. But note that the proposed Pattern method targets at reducing the overhead of garbage collection, on the foundation of not increasing the normal read/write overhead. There is a special case about the trace of gan, Pattern and PGIS cause less time for satisfying write requests, in contrast to Baseline. This is because the checkpointed files are sequentially flushed by their corresponding tasks in a parallel manner, and the scheme of parallel data flushing (PGIS uses a similar method to flush the hot data) can achieve performance improvements on writing data.
4) ANALYSIS AND OVERHEAD
To explicitly assess the effectiveness of pattern-based mapping, we have recorded the hit accuracy of patterns in garbage collection, and Table 5 reports the results. In the table, the column of Pattern in GC represents the total number of pattern instances in the reclaimed blocks, and the column of Hit Count means the number of pattern instances in which all data have been invalidated in garbage collection. In a word, the pattern-based mapping scheme achieves the hit accuracy of 75.3% for all selected traces, in average.
On the other hand, analyzing frequent access pattern sets and matching requests with the sets must bring about certain overhead. This section presents the time needed for mapping logical sector numbers to the physical page numbers at Flash Translation Layer, during processing the disk traces. Figure 6 shows the results of mapping overhead by taking advantage of three schemes. As illustrated, PGIS and Baseline cause similar time for mapping the requests before flushing the data to the SSD blocks. But, Pattern does bring about a little more time for grouping the relevant write request, by less than 38ms in all cases. In brief, the proposed mechanism of pattern-based mapping can cut down the number of page movements in garbage collection and the number of block erasures, with acceptable mapping overhead.
C. SUMMARY
With respect to comparing conventional schemes and the proposed pattern-based mapping approach for Flash Translation Layer of SSDs, we emphasize the following two key observations. First, pattern-based grouping yields better relative performance on garbage collection, and brings about less valid data movements. Second, the newly proposed approach results in less erasure operations, and achieves an attractive erasure distribution among all blocks in SSD.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have proposed a frequent pattern-based scheduling algorithm at the flash translation layer of SSDs. The basic idea is to group frequently written logical addresses, and then map the relevant requests together to the SSD block that has a relative small erasure count. The simulation experiments on a series of write-intensive disk traces from real-world applications show that our proposal can significantly reduce the overhead resulted by garbage collection, as well as the block erasures, which definitely benefits to extending the lifetime of SSDs.
We are planning to redistribute the frequently read data to different parts of SSD devices, for maximizing the read parallelism. In addition, we argue that initially flushing cold data into the block having a fair wear-out degree can avoid wear-leveling at the early stage. But, static wear-leveling is needed at the medium term when the blocks have unbalanced degrees. Therefore, we are also going to conduct static wear leveling, for further improving the wear-out balance of SSD devices.
